THE IMMORTAL ENTITY

From the Big Bang
To the breath last
Music, the life force that
Makes its presence felt.
The remedy for any malady
Is the melody.

Music is the eternal entity
Ever flowing elixir,
An anytime and everywhere
Preference, at your fret and fever
Being placed far and near.

The inner music
The rhythmic cadence
Peacefully engineered to balance
With the cosmic music.

Music is a mystical miracle
An ecstatic escapade,
A viewless vehicle that
Carries you from your self
To the universal self.

Every sound is music
Make music from sounds
A cry, call, laughter, revelry
Rattle, weep, sleep, walk or talk
It’s all we make
Sound music, musical sound
It’s all how we take.

Silence is not silence
It’s music in mute form
Silent music, musical silence
Silence and music are both
Present in either, if you
Have an ear to listen.
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